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The final weeks of my internship at REAP consisted of designing and editing the pages 

that would go into the Rural Alaska Renewable Energy Directory. The other two interns 

completed their internships by the beginning of August—the lengths of their programs were 

determined by their respective universities—so I continued to follow up with contacts in their 

communities and in my own, seeking feedback and corrections to the draft pages we’d sent out 

earlier in the summer. At the same time, I worked to format the pages in an accessible, attractive 

way so that the final publication would be appealing to the variety of audiences we were hoping 

to reach. 

 In addition to this work on the directory, the latter part of my internship involved 

meetings with new people who could offer fresh perspectives on the direction the directory was 

taking. I met with Stephanie Nowers, currently a facilitator for the Islanded Grid Resource 

Center and previously the communications director for REAP, to ask her advice on the layout of 

the publication. Meeting with Stephanie gave me a better perspective on how this publication 

will work as an outreach and educational tool for the organization. She also challenged the 

original design of our earlier drafts and pushed me to rethink color scheme and graphics usage—

suggestions that brought the directory to a more complete stage.  

Near the end of my internship, I had the opportunity to attend REAP’s quarterly board 

meeting where I got to see some of the necessary processes that go into the success of a nonprofit 

organization. For example, I heard REAP’s financial report and fundraising discussion and sat in 

on the conversation about REAP’s public policy committee’s plans. During my last weeks in 

Anchorage, I also experienced some of the work that goes into fundraising for a nonprofit 

organization like REAP. I helped host a fundraising house party event where I met people 

interested in advocating clean energy from all over the state, including my hometown of Bethel, 

and, a few weeks later, I hosted the entry table at a public talk about the idea of a green bank for 

Alaska. These experiences helped me feel more involved in REAP’s activities as a whole. I’ve 



had internships before where it was easy to feel separated from other projects and initiatives 

going on, but at REAP, I never felt like I was sectioned off, working exclusively on my own 

assigned tasks. I really felt like a member of the organization, not just an intern, and I’m grateful 

for that. 

Ultimately, the last few weeks of my internship at REAP offered up new opportunities 

for me to better understand the critical work that other staff members at the organization do to 

advance clean energy in Alaska. I tried out a board game designed by Colleen Fisk, REAP’s 

Energy Education Director, that simulated mapping microgrids—a game that Colleen created as 

an educational tool for teachers to use with their students. Playing this game with her and helping 

troubleshoot several of the inevitable complications that need to be worked out in a new board 

game showed me the kind of creativity it takes to make an educational tool that could really 

engage students in a subject they may have limited experience with.  

Although the primary purpose of my internship this summer was to create this first-of-its-

kind publication and tailor it to suit rural Alaskan communities’ needs, I found that the internship 

involved a lot more than that. Because of this grant from the Jessica Jennifer Cohen Foundation, 

I was able to learn more about careers in the nonprofit sphere, the work that it takes to articulate 

and then advance particular policy goals, and both the challenges and rewards of working locally 

with community members. As I head into this first year of my master’s program at the University 

of Chicago, I am grateful to have the perspective that this summer in Alaska gave me. My desire 

to work in energy and environmental policy has been reinforced by this experience, and I want to 

do all I can to better serve communities threatened by climate change. 
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